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Message from  
Elizabeth Broderick

Universities are a vital part of our nation’s fabric. They are places where 
individuals learn, grow, and contribute to the wealth, well-being and wisdom 
of the nation. They are places where, in the words of one James Cook 
University academic, ‘a student is inspired by what a university helps them 
become’.

Located in Tropical North Queensland, James Cook University (JCU) is a 
global and national leader in the study of tropical environments, industries, 
economies and societies of the tropics, and tropical health and medicine; 
and is a key contributor to the local community and the local economy. JCU 
has a vibrant and diverse student body, including significant numbers of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students and international students, and 
an exceptional group of academic, professional and technical staff. 

In early 2017, senior leaders at JCU identified an urgent need to examine 
and improve the University’s response to sexual harassment and sexual 
assault. They recognised the culture and policy framework at JCU needed 
strengthening to effectively respond to survivors and to prevent the 
occurrence of sexual harassment and sexual assault within the University 
community. Consequently, they commissioned an independent Review to 
inform and guide their efforts, and to provide recommendations for how JCU 
could achieve this.

This Review found that experiences of sexual harassment and sexual assault 
are compromising the quality of learning and the wellbeing of affected 
students and staff. This is preventing JCU from reaching its full potential as a 
world-leading learning and research institution. 

JCU is well-placed to take action to reduce sexual harassment and sexual 
assault and improve support for survivors. The review heard of the great 
pride students and staff hold in the JCU community, and their passionate 
commitment to creating a safe and respectful culture for all. 

Elizabeth Brockerick AO
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This Review provides JCU with recommendations to take action on sexual 
harassment and sexual assault. It is an important next step for JCU in 
facilitating honest and robust discussion about these issues. The review 
identifies key areas for strengthening its responses and for cultural change. 
Implementing the changes described in this Report will position JCU as a 
leader among Australian and international universities, a University taking a 
strong and sustainable stand against sexual harassment and sexual assault. 

The report lays out an ambitious, but achievable, work program for leaders at 
JCU as they seek to build policies, systems and cultures which prioritise safe 
and respectful learning and working environments. At JCU there is a strong 
appetite for change. The senior leadership of JCU recognise the significant 
opportunity they have to make progress. 

This Review has benefited greatly from the generosity of people who 
shared their stories with us. I deeply appreciate their contribution, and 
their commitment to helping JCU become a stronger and more inclusive 
institution. I want to particularly acknowledge the courageous survivors of 
sexual harassment and sexual assault who have shared their stories in the 
hope that in doing so, meaningful change will occur. 

We have also benefited greatly from the support provided by the University 
throughout this project. I would particularly like to thank Vice Chancellor 
Sandra Harding for her support for this Review, and Senior Deputy Vice 
Chancellor Chris Cocklin. Chris has been a staunch advocate for change 
and a committed collaborator over the course of this Review. I also extend 
my thanks to the JCU staff who worked tirelessly to facilitate access to 
students and staff and to help us navigate the university system, in particular 
Stephanie Hunter, Maria Edmondstone, Lisa Pearce, Nola Kuilboer and 
Win Cupitt. 

Elizabeth Broderick AO

August 2017
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Executive Summary

James Cook University is nationally and internationally recognised as a leader in the study of tropical environments, tropical 
societies, and tropical health and medicine, and is highly ranked among the world’s tertiary institutions. JCU has a vibrant 
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Strong leadership

In any organisation, the path to real and sustained cultural change to eliminate sexual harassment and sexual harassment 
starts at the top. For JCU this requires positive, purposeful and courageous leadership to be exercised by the University 
Executive, Senior Managers Group, Vice Chancellor’s Advisory Committee and the University Council. A visible 
commitment by these leaders to change will powerfully reverberate throughout the university and be the most effective 
lever of cultural reform. 

There are a range of ways in which senior leaders at JCU can and should demonstrate their commitment to shifting culture. 
This includes reflecting on:

• What they say on gender equality, sexual harassment and sexual assault;

• How they act in putting into practice their commitments and modelling the behaviour that is expected 
of all staff and students;

• What they prioritise in fulfilling their commitments on gender equality, sexual harassment and sexual 
assault; and 

• What they measure and reward as leaders.1

Consultation conducted during this Review highlighted that staff and students would strongly support and embrace visible 
and sustained leadership from the University Executive and Senior Managers Group on this issue. Consultation also 
highlighted that there is some trust deficit at JCU between staff and students on the one hand, and senior leadership on 
the other. Staff and students strongly believe that it is time for their University Executive and Senior Managers Group to 
take powerful action to address sexual harassment and sexual assault. 

• 

http://malechampionsofchange.com/the-leadership-shadow/
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What we heard

1. Pride in JCU and commitment to change

Students and staff are, on the whole, very committed to James Cook University. There is a strong sense of ‘civic pride’ in 
JCU. Many staff and students reported that the strong sense of community is a major strength of JCU. Accordingly, many 
are willing to contribute time and effort to improving the culture and response to sexual harassment and sexual assault.

2. JCU as a world-leading facility 

Many students and staff identified JCU as a world-leading institution. Particular mention was made of: JCU’s world-leading 
research on tropical environments, tropical societies, tropical medicine and public health; and JCU’s innovative approach 
to experiential learning.

3. The need for a whole of institution response

Participants in this Review told us that there are some examples of good work underway in the University to address sexual 
harassment and sexual assault. However, we heard that these examples of good practice have been initiated by committed 
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Participants in this Review identified a number of specific locations where they feel unsafe, including:

• The library, particularly at night time. This is consistent with the findings of the Respect. Now. Always survey, 
which showed that 7% of most recent experiences of sexual harassment occurred at the library;

• In car parks at night time; and 

• The laneway behind one of the residential colleges. 

In addition, several participants raised other aspects of the physical environment, including:

• The poor lighting in many locations, including pathways to carparks. This is a particular issue given the 
number of students utilising 24-hour spaces on campuses;

• The isolated nature of some of the buildings and the isolated walkways connecting locations on campus;

• The inability to lock rooms in the newer buildings, creating concern about what would happen during a 
critical incident; and

• The lack of duress alarms and the limited number of phones on which to contact security.

4.3 Field trips and placements

The Review team heard a range of views about field trips: most staff and students highlighted the positive potential of field 
trips (including to remote islands and communities), noting that field trips can give students an opportunity to collaborate 
more closely in a team with key staff members in their field. However, a number of staff and students also flagged the 
potential for field trips to go awry, noting that the relaxed boundaries and the consumption of alcohol may create an 
increased risk of sexual harassment or sexual assault. 

Participants also noted that there are specific risks associated with placements, owing to the range of non-University staff 
with whom students interact, and the challenges for the University in ensuring safety in placement settings.

4.4 Sub-populations of students

We also heard that there are some sub-populations of students who may experience additional issues in relation to sexual 
harassment:

• Several female Indigenous staff members and students commented on the difficulty of getting their voices 
heard within the JCU context;

• The impact of sexual harassment may be exacerbated for international students due to their limited 
support network in Australia, and limitations on access to bulk-billed health care. There may be additional 
vulnerability for international students who are completing a higher research degree if their supervisor helped 
them secure a scholarship; 

• Students living in Colleges and Residential Halls where data from the Respect. Now. Always survey and 
anecdotal information presented to the Review Team suggests high prevalence rates of sexual misconduct; 

• Higher research degree students, owing to the particular power dynamics in the supervisor-candidate 
relationship; and

• Lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex (LGBTI) students and staff. A small number of participants 
in this Review identified as LGBTI and provided examples of bullying and harassment related to their gender 
or sexual identity.
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5. Lack of clarity regarding consensual staff-student relationships

Several participants raised the issue of staff-student relationships, noting that there is a long tradition of consensual staff-
student relationships at JCU between staff and higher research degree students. In particular, there is some history of 
higher research degree students becoming romantically involved with their supervisor at JCU. 

Participants expressed a range of views about these relationships: some were of the view that it would be impractical 
to ban staff-student relationships; while others felt that the university should actively discourage relationships even 
consensual relationships between staff and students on account of the power and ethical issues they raise. 

Participants also noted that:

• The relationship most frequently becomes problematic when it breaks down;

• Students and supervisors may avoid disclosing the relationship for fear of being disadvantaged. A student 
may be reluctant to move to a different supervisor, and a supervisor may wish to maintain a connection 
to the research (and ownership of the data) or avoid the loss of status or income which may occur if the 
student changes supervisor; and

• Although the current JCU policy requires people to disclose staff-student relationships in a register,  
follow-up action is not taken on a regular basis.

6. Low levels of knowledge and awareness

Overall, knowledge and awareness of sexual harassment and sexual assault is low on JCU campuses, with significant 
variation in understanding what constitutes sexual harassment and sexual assault, what constitutes valid consent 
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There are many individuals to whom a student may disclose an experience of sexual harassment or sexual assault – 
a trusted lecturer or tutor, a Dean of Teaching and Learning, Student Wellbeing Services or an Equity Contact Officer. 
Likewise, staff may turn to a trusted colleague, their line manager, the campus-based Psychology Clinic or an Equity 
Contact Officer. 

There is significant variation in how individuals understand their roles and responsibilities as a first responder. Participants 
in this Review provided examples of responses which had been compassionate and supportive, and of responses which 
had further traumatised and isolated the survivor. It is recommended that the University make sure that staff understand 
the importance of supportive responses to disclosures and reports, and provide training to ensure staff are upskilled in how 
to provide such responses. 

7.3 Access to specialist services

At present, survivors of sexual harassment or sexual assault have access to JCU support services including: the Student 
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• Regular communication between JCU and the survivor so that the survivor is informed in a timely manner of 
the action taken, the likely timeframes for completion of the investigation and the outcome;

• Trauma-informed processes, including removing any suggestion that ‘mediation’ is appropriate in cases of 
alleged sexual harassment or sexual assault;

• Adjustments and interim support measures for survivors, including adjustments with either academic load 
or workload for staff or students, in recognition of the emotional impact that sexual harassment or sexual 
assault will have on a survivor’s ability to study or work;

• Consistency with natural justice:

 » The accused individual should receive a fair hearing;
 » The accused should be informed of the case against them in a timely manner;
 » The accused should have the opportunity to gather evidence to support their case;
 » There should be no bias in the investigation; and
 » Action should only be taken based on evidence that is logically probative.2

• 
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Comparative analysis of JCU’s sexual harassment and sexual assault policies and 
procedures

The comparative analysis of sexual harassment and sexual assault policies shows that JCU has a range of areas where 
policies can be strengthened to align with best practice standards, including the following:

• Policies should be unequivocal and clear in establishing that both sexual harassment and sexual assault are 
not acceptable under any circumstances. 

• JCU should be clear in its commitment and responsibility to provide a safe and respectful educational 
environment for all students free from discrimination, sexual harassment and sexual violence. 

• 
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A note on methodology

The findings and recommendations of this report are underpinned by rigorous evidence obtained from a variety of 
primary and secondary sources.

Over the course of this Project, 145 individuals provided qualitative data to the Review Team via:

• 26 semi-structured focus groups with JCU students and staff across the Townsville and Cairns 
campuses. A total of 46 students and 32 staff participated in these focus groups, with specific 
focus groups for Indigenous female and male staff and students; and international students; 

• 34 semi-structured interviews with students and staff;

• 6 consultation meetings with students and staff; and

• 15 written submissions from students and staff.

In addition, the Review Team: 

• Analysed JCU-specific prevalence data from the Australian Human Rights Commission and 
Universities Australia Respect. Now. Always survey completed by 833 JCU students;

• Benchmarked relevant JCU policies and procedures, including the revised policy developed mid-
2017, against relevant policies from national and international comparator universities; and

• Synthesised domestic and international literature on the elimination of sexual harassment and 
sexual assault from universities, and improving support and pathways for survivors.

The review methodology was designed to enable sensitive exploration of the issues of sexual harassment and 
sexual assault, and to gather robust, consistent data between participants. 

This Report reflects the observations and experiences of staff students as told to the Review Team. The Review 
did not investigate or make findings or determinations about any individual incident or allegation made by a 
student or staff member. 
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Recommendations

Principle One: Successful and sustainable change depends on strong and courageous 
leadership that reverberates through the institution

Develop an institution-wide approach
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Residential Colleges

It is recommended that:

20. JCU, in consultation with Residential Colleges, commission an independent review to identify the nature 
and prevalence of sexual harassment and sexual assault in Colleges and to recommend initiatives to 
eliminate sexual harassment and sexual assault in Colleges and Residential Halls. 

21. JCU work with Residential Colleges to ensure that policies align with JCU and Universities Australia on 
sexual harassment and sexual assault; and that procedures be developed to ensure that Residential 
Colleges report any incidents of alleged sexual harassment or sexual assault to JCU. This agreement 
should be formalised in a Memorandum of Understanding.

22.
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Principle Three: Education underpins behaviour change to create a safe, respectful and 
inclusive culture

Prevention and awareness

It is recommended that:

27. JCU develop and implement evidence based training modules for staff and students to be integrated into 
staff development programs, staff induction and student orientation programs. Those modules should 
incorporate: consent and respectful relationships, the definition of sexual harassment and sexual assault, 
the legal dimensions of sexual harassment and assault and JCU policy; the role of bystanders, and 
include an assessment component, so that respondents are required to apply the knowledge provided 
rather than simply read it. 

28. Ethics training be provided to PhD supervisors, to reinforce JCU’s commitment to the elimination of 
sexual harassment and sexual assault and to raise awareness of the revised policy and accountabilities 
as they relate to supervision of higher research degree students; and that each time a PhD supervisor 
takes on a new student they re-sign the Code of Conduct, affirming their commitment to eliminating 
sexual harassment and sexual assault, and meeting JCU standards in relation to appropriate staff-
student relationships, bullying and academic integrity. Consequences for breaches of that Code could 
include: removal from the supervisory relationship with that student in the first instance, and disciplinary 
proceedings. 

29. First-responder training be provided to anyone in the University whose role may make them a likely first 
responder. This should include Deans, Associate Deans, PhD supervisors and staff within the Students 
Association. 

30. 
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Introduction

James Cook University is one of Australia’s leading universities and is highly ranked in the respected Academic Ranking of 
World Universities by the Shanghai Jiao Tong University.3 

James Cook University (hereafter, JCU or the University) is rightly proud of its track record as a world-leader in research 
and teaching related to tropical environments, tropical societies and tropical health and medicine. In addition, JCU provides 
substantial value to the Far North Queensland region, both as an education provider and a significant employer. 

In line with its commitment to excellence, JCU has identified the need to improve the University’s policies and culture as 
they relate to sexual harassment and sexual assault. 

Elizabeth Broderick and Co (hereafter, ‘the Review Team’ or ‘the Project Team’) was engaged to review the University’s 
policies and cultures and to provide guidance on strategies to strengthen the University’s response to these issues.  The 
deliverables for the Project are included at Appendix A. 

From this review, it is evident that JCU is well-placed to improve its response to sexual harassment and sexual assault.  
Whilst there is clearly a need for immediate and sustained action to build an institution-wide approach to these issues, 
there are many passionate and skilled staff and students who are committed to JCU and willing to contribute to the 
University’s effort to create a safe and respectful environment for all. 

3 About James Cook University – see www.jcu.edu.au/about-jcu.

http://www.jcu.edu.au/about-jcu
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Definition of sexual harassment

For the purposes of this Project, we have used the definition of sexual harassment under the Commonwealth Sex 
Discrimination Act (2011):
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Methodology

The findings and recommendations contained in this report are underpinned by a range of evidence, including: 

• qualitative data obtained from 145 individuals via focus groups, group consultations, one to one interviews 
and written submissions;

• JCU-specific prevalence data obtained via the Respect. Now. Always survey;

• JCU’s own data on reported incidents; and 

• the international body of evidence regarding effective responses to sexual harassment and sexual assault. 

A. Focus groups, group consultations and interviews

26 semi-structured focus groups and 6 group consultations were attended by 50 students and 46 staff from the Townsville 
and Cairns campuses. Focus groups were convened for: 

• Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Female staff 
• Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Male staff
• Student association representatives
• Male staff (professional, technical and academic)
• Professional and technical female staff
• Academic female staff
• Female students
• Male students
• Female postgraduate students
• Female international students
• Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Female Students
• Students – non-gender binary

Focus groups and group consultation meetings were facilitated by members of the Project Team using a semi-structured 
methodology. This methodology was chosen because it: allowed for exploration of a wide range of themes relevant to the 
scope of this project (including personal experiences of sexual harassment or sexual assault, knowledge of the University’s 
policies and procedures on sexual harassment and sexual assault, and observations of the University’s culture in relation 
to sexual harassment and sexual assault); allowed for specific themes to be investigated in depth where appropriate; and 
provided consistency in data collection across focus groups, group consultations and interviews. 

Individual interviews were held with 28 staff and 6 students. Almost all those individual interviews occurred at the request 
of the interviewee. As with focus groups, the interviews were undertaken by members of the Project Team using a semi-
structured methodology. 

The focus groups, group consultations and interviews included staff and students with very diverse experience in relation 
to sexual harassment and sexual assault, including: survivors of sexual harassment or sexual assault; staff and students 
with no personal experience of sexual harassment or sexual assault, but a desire to contribute to improving JCU culture; 
staff and students who had been a support person or advocate for a survivor; staff who had been a support person for a 
colleague accused of sexual harassment or sexual assault; and staff drawn from key functions across JCU (including the 
University Executive, Deans and Associate Deans, Human Resources, Student Wellbeing, and the Students Association).

Most of the focus groups were tape-recorded with the permission of participants, and transcribed. The remaining focus 
groups, the group consultations and the interviews were documented by the Project Team. Quotes used in this report are 
taken directly from the transcripts and/or notes made by Project Team members. 

All participants in this process were informed that the process was a confidential one, and that statements would not be 
attributed to individuals, nor would individuals be identified through the reporting process. 

It should be noted that the methodology did not extend to investigating or making determinations regarding specific 
incidents.



B. Written submissions

A total of 15 written submissions were received from students and staff via the Elizabeth Broderick and Co email address 
established specifically for this project. 

C. Prevalence data

JCU-specific and national prevalence data was drawn from the findings of the Respect. Now. Always survey conducted by 
the Australian Human Rights Commission and Universities Australia. 

Some 833 JCU students participated in that survey, of whom:

• 478 were female and 343 were male;
• 301 were commencing students and 532 were continuing students;
• 575 were domestic students and 258 were international students; and
• 421 were undergraduates and 412 were postgraduate.

D. JCU policies and procedures and data

The Project Team reviewed a range of JCU documentation, including current JCU policies and procedures on sexual 
harassment and sexual assault, and JCU data on reported incidents of sexual harassment and sexual assault. 

In line with the Terms of Reference for this Project, the Project Team undertook a benchmarking exercise, whereby JCU 
policies on sexual harassment and sexual assault were benchmarked against policies at other relevant universities. The 
findings of that benchmarking exercise are contained in Chapter Four and have been used to inform the recommendations. 

E. Domestic and International Literature

The Project Team undertook a review of domestic and international literature on best practice strategies to address sexual 
harassment and sexual assault on university campuses. 
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Chapter One: Why This Matters

Universities are fundamental to an Australian society increasingly driven by knowledge, information 
and ideas. 

For students a university education enables them to develop the skills, knowledge and values 
needed to thrive in a rapidly changing world, helping them achieve their full potential. In Australia, 
knowledge is an important driver of economic growth, with education being a foundation for 
individual prosperity and social mobility. A university education can greatly enhance the lives 
of students. Likewise employment within a university brings immense opportunities for staff to 
develop their expertise, to continue their growth and learning and to be part of a world-class 
research and teaching program.

For these significant benefits to be realised however, it is critical that a safe, inclusive and 
respectful environment is provided for all staff and students. 

As such, there are both moral and business imperatives for JCU to eliminate sexual harassment 
and sexual assault, and to improve outcomes for survivor victims. 

The moral imperative

At its heart, JCU is a community of students and staff brought together by a passion for learning. 
Each member of that community has an obligation to be contributing to a safe, inclusive and 
respectful environment for the entire University community. 

The legal and policy imperative

Creating a safe, inclusive and respectful environment free of sexual harassment and sexual assault 
is also consistent with JCU’s obligations under policy and law:

• Institutional responsibilities to eliminate sexual harassment and sexual assault. 
Whilst the findings of The Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child 
Sexual Abuse have not yet been handed down, the Royal Commission has brought 
significant attention to the particular responsibility which institutions – including but 
not limited to educational institutions – have to taking action to eliminate sexual 
harassment and sexual assault;

• Under the Higher Education Standards Framework, all higher education providers 
have a responsibility to promote and foster a safe environment for students 
both on campus and online, and to have clearly defined complaints policies and 
procedures. The draft Guidance Note produced by the Tertiary Education Quality 
and Standards Agency (TEQSA) notes that failure to meet the Standards concerned 
with wellbeing and safety constitute a risk to the individual student; and to the 
educational performance of the provider; and that the provider may be exposed to 
legal action and/or reputational damage; and that TEQSA or another regulator may 
need to intervene;4 

• Under the Queensland Work Health and Safety Act (2011), James Cook University 
has an obligation to ensure the health and safety of workers;5

4 TEQSA (2017) ‘Draft Guidance Note – Wellbeing and Safety’, http://www.teqsa.gov.au/sites/default/files/
GuidanceNote_WellbeingandSafety1.0.pdf.

5 Queensland Government Work Health and Safety Act 2011, https://www.worksafe.qld.gov.au/laws-and-
compliance/workplace-health-and-safety-laws/laws-and-legislation/work-health-and-safety-act-2011.
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https://www.worksafe.qld.gov.au/laws-and-compliance/workplace-health-and-safety-laws/laws-and-legislation/work-health-and-safety-act-2011
https://www.worksafe.qld.gov.au/laws-and-compliance/workplace-health-and-safety-laws/laws-and-legislation/work-health-and-safety-act-2011


https://www.humanrights.gov.au/our-work/sex-discrimination/about-sex-discrimination
https://www.humanrights.gov.au/our-work/sex-discrimination/about-sex-discrimination
https://wol.iza.org/uploads/articles/188/pdfs/sexual-harassment-in-workplace.pdf
https://wol.iza.org/uploads/articles/188/pdfs/sexual-harassment-in-workplace.pdf
https://lusk.usc.edu/research/working-papers/how-feelings-safety-school-affect-educational-outcomes
https://lusk.usc.edu/research/working-papers/how-feelings-safety-school-affect-educational-outcomes
https://wol.iza.org/articles/sexual-harassment-in-workplace/long
https://wol.iza.org/articles/sexual-harassment-in-workplace/long
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There is little doubt that sexual harassment and sexual assault at JCU are adversely affecting the well-being of staff and 
students; preventing staff, students and the University as a whole from reaching their full potential; and damaging JCU’s 
reputation as a leading tertiary institution. Action on these issues will enable the University to better meet its obligations to 
students and staff and in so doing achieve its corporate goals. 

JCU is already a world-leader in many ways. The University is internationally recognised for its research into tropical 
environments and tropical societies, research which will be critically important for shaping the global and national debate 
on urgent challenges such as climate change and environmental degradation. Similarly, JCU has the potential to transform 
its response to sexual harassment and sexual assault and in so doing become a leader for Australian and International 
Universities in eliminating sexual harassment and sexual assault on university campuses.

Universities need to foster a culture that rejects this behaviour in all its forms. It is during formative university years that 
young people often shape their views and understanding of relationships and consent. As such, the higher education 
sector is in prime position to challenge cultures that normalise or excuse sexual assault and sexual harassment with a far-
reaching and positive impact on wider society.12

As one student stated in a focus group:

You would think an institution like JCU would be a leading light in this. That they (universities) should 
be probably a little bit stronger than other institutions… (Male student)

12 Universities UK, ibid, pp 17-18.



Chapter Two: The Importance of 
Strong Leadership

Why strong leadership matters

The path to an effective response to sexual harassment and sexual assault in any organisation 
starts at the top. Strong leadership, along with well-designed policies, can set the tone and 
expectations of the behaviour that is expected in the organisational environment. 

Senior leaders at JCU have a unique opportunity and obligation:

• Members of the University Executive are key role models within the University. 
A meta-analysis of the impacts of sexual harassment on organisations showed that 
organisational tolerance is the single most important influence on whether sexual 
harassment occurs in a workplace. The visible commitment and actions of senior 
leaders to eliminate sexual assault, improve support for survivor victims, and reform 
the reporting pathway will be read as signs of a zero-tolerance approach across the 
University.  However, the corollary is that if the University Executive is perceived as 
unwilling to act on these issues, it may undermine their commitment to eliminating 
sexual harassment and sexual assault; 

• The University Executive is uniquely placed to direct resources – financial and in-
kind to efforts to reduce sexual harassment and sexual assault and create better 
supports for survivors; and 

• Together, the University Executive and Council share responsibility for achieving 
the corporate goals of the University. Ultimately, they have accountability for 
addressing any barriers to the University fulfilling its mission and expressing its 
values. 

Leading from the top

There is a range of ways in which senior leaders at JCU can demonstrate their commitment to 
a safe, inclusive and respectful University environment: 

• what they say (that is, what values they emphasise, how they frame the elimination 
of sexual harassment and sexual assault as either a core responsibility for the 
university or a peripheral concern, whether they make a compelling case for 
change, how they craft messages, how frequently they mention the issues, 
the tone and emphasis given to the messages, how they name and celebrate 

• 
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In addition, College Deans, Associate Deans and Directors have a significant role to play. They are often the first to hear 
about incidents of sexual harassment or sexual assault and are charged with operational responsibility for responding 
to allegations of harassment and assault. It is imperative that they are empowered and skilled to fulfil the University’s 
zero-tolerance approach to sexual harassment and sexual assault as well as understanding their responsibilities and 
requirements under JCU policies and procedures. The actions of College Deans, Associate Deans and Directors in 
pursuing and resolving individual reports of sexual harassment or sexual assault has an exponential impact – it both 
provides comfort and resolution to those individuals involved, but it also sends an unequivocal message that the university 
will back what it says about zero tolerance with action.

As with senior leaders, students and staff commented that there is significant variability in the willingness and skill of 
Deans, Associate Deans and Directors to address these issues:

Fighting (the faculty) culture from the inside is virtually impossible, because yes there are students 
(within the faculty) who want to do something to change it, but our dean’s response…to us when we 
brought this stuff up was very much, keep it quiet…they just basically pressure (survivors) to shut up. 
(Female undergraduate student)

Inclusive leadership

Creating a safe and respectful environment requires inclusive leadership. This means seeking and valuing diverse 
perspectives as well as taking deliberate steps to actively include voices that are otherwise excluded. 

In the context of eliminating sexual harassment and sexual assault, this means ensuring that survivor’s voices and 
survivor’s experiences are heard at the highest levels. This will ensure that they are part of the solution. There are a number 
of dimensions to this: seeking out and hearing the stories of individual survivors, particularly in relation to their experience 
in reporting; and collaborating with experts and advocates.

Listening to the voice of those who have experienced sexual assault and sexual harassment is critical for a number of 
reasons, not least of which is demonstrating compassion for and commitment to the individual affected. A number of 
survivors consulted in this Project have spoken positively about the willingness of the Senior Deputy Vice Chancellor in 
particular to meet with them and to hear their stories. This has provided great comfort to some of those women. However, 
survivors and others affected by sexual harassment and sexual assault also have unique insights into what is working well 
and what requires improvement in the cultural, policy and systemic responses to incidents. They are often able to identify 
the areas where even small changes would radically improve the experience of survivors. A commitment to hearing those 
stories, an openness to respecting the impact of sexual harassment and sexual assault on those individuals, and to taking 
action to support resolution for individuals will be critical for improving outcomes for survivors.

Inclusive leadership on these issues also requires recognising the different ways in which sexual assault and sexual 
harassment may impact on different groups and ensuring that their perspectives are incorporated into University 
responses.

An inclusive approach to addressing sexual harassment and sexual assault will also require consulting and collaborating 
with experts and advocates. This element is important as experts and advocates have decades of experience in designing 
systemic responses to survivors. JCU is well-placed in this regard, with a number of nation-leading researchers in the fields 
of sexual harassment, sexual assault and gender equity working within the University already; there is also potential for 
collaboration with Women’s support and advocacy organisations in Townsville. 

One staff member told us: 

The university has some very highly skilled women who think and teach about this stuff all the time… 
we need to invite them to be part of the dialogue. (Female staff member)

There is a range of other partners who are well-placed to contribute to strengthening the culture and policies at JCU, 
including the Student Union and the National Tertiary Education Union. Strong leadership isn’t about going it alone – it is 
about being able to strategically partner with internal and external partners to create an integrated response. Again, the 
commitment of these potential partners to strengthening the culture and working with JCU to make progress bodes well for 
the future. 
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Student to student sexual harassment

The Respect. Now. Always survey found that ‘a student from your university’ was responsible for 73% of sexual 
harassment at JCU. Students who participated in the Review shared experiences of sexual harassment from other students 
in the university context. We heard:

I’ve seen a little bit of it when the college students and Uni students and whatever, they’ve gone from 
the pub here and then they go into town and things kind of escalate… I have known cases…where 
they’ve been stalked I guess a little bit and people won’t leave them alone. (Male student)

And when I was doing the (Australian Human Rights Commission) survey I’m like wait a minute I never 
actually thought that was (sexual harassment)…you just kind of cop it and you know suck down your 
feelings and you just walk on. (Female student)

The upper year guys…in our course…take advantage of the first-year girls…and then those girls get 
in trouble, and then gossip happens and everybody finds out and it becomes this big thing. And it’s 
really sad but a couple of girls actually tried to commit suicide within the last month. I’m not sure if the 
guy drama was a part of it, but I think it played a huge role. (Female student)

A number of participants in focus groups identified a particular cohort of male students on campus as repeatedly 
demonstrating inappropriate behaviour.

We heard:

There is a group of boys who are always in the library and they make me uncomfortable. (Female 
student)

(The same students) circled me in their car… They circled me in the car park, yelling out to me. I 
spoke to security informally (about the guys) and they go “yep, we know who you’re talking about”. 
(Female student)

You guys [meaning the current students] have a group now, but there’s a group like that every 
generation. [When I first started] they were called the boy’s club, my sister’s generation…there were a 
group of boys who followed her around and would drunk dial her at 3am to tell her they were going to 
get her unveiled by the end of the year, and no one did anything. (Female student)

Staff to student sexual harassment

A number of incidents recounted to the Project Team involved sexual harassment of students by University staff. 

From focus groups and interviews we heard:

My (PhD) supervisor said to me “I don’t want to be your boyfriend or anything but I want to know 
what’s going on in your personal life.” When I refused to divulge, the relationship went sour. He 
started making accusations that I was behind, that I didn’t have the skills I needed and threatened to 
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We have a lot of students doing courses in health sciences – they are always getting changed into 
sports gear, or doing hands-on activity, we need to ensure the safety of these students. (Female staff 
member)

There are definitely some tutors who look at the younger girls in a creepy way. (Female staff member)
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Students told us:

The assault happened to me in first year, when I was 19 or 20. The perpetrator is in my year. I had 
such an innocent mind, people take advantage. The coordinator from the school said “have you 
spoken to the perpetrator and confirmed it was rape?” It was hard for the first 2-3 years, I shied away 
from attending class…it’s a constant battle to get through the degree…I felt suicidal, the school 
doesn’t accept it, every time I have to appeal (so that we are not in the same work group), it takes so 
much energy, this is not what I deserve. (Female student)

A random guy was an arsehole but the uni could have looked after me…It would have made a big 
difference if the uni had acknowledged the impact of the rape on my studies. I’ve gone down to the 
bottom and brought myself back up…I’ve never felt so uncared for in my life. (Female student)

Going through with the sexual assault can be a safer option than fighting back – you worry about 
getting hit if you fight back. (Female student)

Student survivors pay the price – they can’t be on campus, they move on. (Female student)

4.4.2  The impact of sexual harassment and sexual assault

Individuals who had experienced sexual harassment indicated that it had negatively impacted their wellbeing and had 
disrupted their ability to study and to work at JCU.

Staff and students told us:

I feel really safe during the day but I would never come here at night anyway but I know there is not 
much lighting so that’s why I wouldn’t come here. (Female student)

Because this guy would turn up everywhere I went on campus and at night when I’d study in the 
library I stopped doing assignments at uni for a long time and I would stay home. (Female student)

One of the examples was I changed where I would study at night cause…there were sometimes…
unwanted attention. And it really, it took me, got me off my guard because I didn’t expect, like you 
know, this to happen. (Female student) 

But it is complex. My two examples, one with a staff member, and I didn’t have the tools of 
understanding what I had to do, it’s only in a chance blurting out to someone who was in HR, “I’m not 
sleeping, I’m taking medication, I have to do something about that”. (Female staff member)

Staff and students also indicated that past experiences of sexual abuse or sexual assault had made them particularly 
concerned about safety on campus: 

A group of us [wrote to Chris Cocklin after the Douglas Steele case].  It was me and a group of young 
women who’ve either been sexually assaulted ourselves, not necessarily on campus, or we know 
someone who has been. So it’s a really big deal to us that this be taken, that this be taken care of. 
(Female student)

If I went to the library and saw those guys [who have been intimidating women], I’m a child sex abuse 
victim, I would have a panic attack, and I wouldn’t be able to come back if that happened to me. I 
would feel very, very unsafe. (Female student)

I have multiple times witnessed lecturers making sexually explicit comments to students and nothing 
has happened. (Female staff member)
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4.4.3 Physical environment and specific locations on campus

Staff and students told us that they appreciate the physical environment of the Townsville campus, particularly the 
spaciousness and the bush setting but that these features also create actual and perceived safety issues. 

The Respect. Now. Always survey found that the site of the most recent experience of sexual harassment at university was 
as follows:

• University grounds (15%);
• University teaching space eg lab, tutorial rooms, lecture theatres, computer labs (16%);
• 
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4.4.4  Field trips and placements

Students and staff commented that a number of the specific programs offered by JCU have elements which may create 
additional risks of sexual harassment and sexual assault for staff and students. Those elements include: field trips, 
placements (where a student is supervised by someone who is either not a full-time university employee) and courses such 
as medicine and health sciences.

In particular, the Project heard a range of feedback about field trips – most staff and students spoke very positively about 
the opportunity that field trips provided, including the opportunity to learn in quite remarkable settings (including remote 
islands and remote communities) and the opportunity to work in a less formal and more collaborative team comprising staff 
and students. 

Yet a number of staff highlighted field trips as a site of particular vulnerability – that the very nature of the field trip – which 
is removed from the day to day routines and structures of the University, with a dilution of the formal relationship between 
staff and students can result in a blurring of boundaries. It was also noted that students and junior staff in particular would 
find it difficult to assert their own right to physical and psychological safety if the senior staff or indeed fellow students on 
the trip were harassing or predatory. The frequency with which field trips were raised suggests that there has been a history 
of inappropriate behaviour on field trips, and a concern that there are still not appropriate mechanisms in place to provide 
psychological and physical safety.  

We heard:

I’ve never experienced it and I have really great supervisors but I’m one-on-one with them in the field 
as well and I don’t know about you guys in the field but I share a bedroom with my supervisor or 
you’re on a tiny little vessel and you have to strip to bikinis and pee off the side of the boat. (Female 
student)

On field visits, we are trying to get informal interactions without anything inappropriate happening. 
(Male staff member)

Apparently there is male staff member who says “Real biologists swim naked on field trips”. (Male 
staff member)

We need to set a clear standard on use of alcohol during field trips. (Male staff member)

We need to link the Code of Conduct for students and staff to the Student Placement Contract. It is 
hard to insist that anyone the student might come into contact with on placement has completed 
training on sexual harassment and sexual assault – hospitals struggle to get people to complete 
mandatory fire training, let alone anything else. (Female staff member)

There is a long term culture of male staff behaving inappropriately towards female students on field 
trips – the behaviour is condoned and almost expected. (Male staff member)

4.4.5 Sub-populations of students

Participants indicated that there are particular issues for sub-populations of students.

Indigenous staff and students

The majority of Indigenous students and staff consulted during this Project felt that it is particularly difficult for their voices 
to be heard. This is particularly the case for Indigenous women. This proves a barrier to getting action on allegations of 
sexual harassment or sexual assault. 
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Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander staff and students told us: 

(Indigenous) staff were too frightened to say anything (about the Steele case)…There were people 
who wanted to say more but felt pressured not to speak. (Female student)

There’s a racial issue here. (Female staff member)

We have Indigenous students from remote areas hearing racist and sexist remarks. (Female staff 
member)

And that’s why I think our Indigenous, our potential students leave our region and go to other 
universities because you know, it just doesn’t, it doesn’t what do you call it? Just doesn’t present 
itself as a very culturally appropriate place. (Female student)

There aren’t any Indigenous counsellors, JCU just doesn’t get it. (Female staff member)

Indigenous staff also commented on the difficulty of dealing with the scrutiny from the community regarding these issues, 
and the loss of trust in JCU as an institution following the Steele case.

We heard:

We have a high level of personal accountability to the community. (Male staff member)

When people in the community hear (about an incident of sexual assault), they say “how can you keep 
working with that person? (Female staff member)

We want our communities to feel safe. There’s a definite ripple effect in the community. I want to feel 
good at my workplace. (Female staff member)

We’ve got years of work ahead to rebuild here. (Male staff member)

International students

A number of participants commented on the particular issues for international students.

In relation to the impact of sexual harassment and sexual assault for international students, we heard that their experiences 
are often compounded by isolation and vulnerability around immigration status:

It was hard for the first 2 years because I told nobody (about the rape). I felt suicidal until I found the 
Rape Victims On-Line service. After some counselling, then I told my family, they gave me comfort. 
I had to return home (to my coutry of origin) to get that care. (Female international student)

It is hard for us as international students – we are so alone, away from our family, so many girls drop 
out because of social things. (Female student) 

International students are especially vulnerable as their visa is attached to study and to the institution.

A number of individuals commented that international students may be especially vulnerable to predatory behaviours by 
potential supervisors, and it may be particularly difficult for them to report this if the staff member involved assisted them 
with securing their place and scholarship. 

One student commented:

This man was doing his Masters (in his home country)…and he ran into this woman supervisor here… 
And he asked “can you supervise me?”… She got him a scholarship…he was under her. And in her 
department…She wants him (sexually)… She had asked him to move to her house… The woman tried 
all ways and means of getting him. (Female student)
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Some staff also expressed concern that international students may have less access to essential services owing to the 
conditions of their visa, and that makes it particularly important that JCU provides robust support. 

Research shows that safety is one of the top 5 priorities for international students when choosing an institution at which to 
study, reinforcing that improving the University’s response to these issues will bring specific benefits in both meeting the 
moral obligation to students, but also protecting the university’s future.17

Students living in residential colleges

Whilst not a specific part of the Project’s terms of reference residential colleges were also raised frequently as a particular 
concern. Participants commenting on a range of issues, including the dominant cultures of some of the colleges, the 
tradition of ‘hazing’ and other Orientation Week activities, the vulnerability of college residents to sexual harassment and 
sexual assault by fellow residents, the vulnerability of students when travelling the path between the university campus and 
the colleges, and the variability in responses to disclosures. 

We heard:

And what really did it for me, what made me (report it to the university) was that they had an event 
called quad cricket, where the boys could play cricket, and there could be one female in each team. 
And the girls had 2 choices: they could walk around as bikini girls and serve sandwiches and beers to 
the boys, or they could perform something called a slut dance where they danced in their underwear 
for the boys…If you looked up (the College) on Youtube, the second video that showed up showed a 
group of mainly under age women dancing in their underwear and they didn’t know they were being 
filmed… That was in 2015… I don’t know if quad cricket still happens. (Female College resident)

Like we had 4th years sleeping with underage first years when I was a first year at JCU events. (Yeah, 
the girls were over 16) so they were over the age of consent but drunk and not really able to consent. 
And it was older students in positions of power. It was older students on the exec”. (Female college 
resident)

These findings are consistent with the prevalence data from the Respect. Now. Always survey, in which:

• ‘a student from your place of residence’ was the perpetrator in 21% of the most recent experiences of 
sexual harassment for JCU students, compared to 8% nationally; and

• 9% of JCU students who had experienced sexual harassment identified ‘University residence/Halls of 
Residence’ as the site of their most recent experience of sexual harassment in 2015/2016. This is three 
times higher the national average.

It is recommended that specific work be undertaken to examine and address culture and practice within those facilities in 
the immediate future. 

Higher research degree students

Staff and students shared that there are specific risks and vulnerabilities associated with post-graduate study, particularly 
around PhD supervision. During the consultations, we heard:

The doctoral space is such a problem – women students get coerced into sexual favours. They tend 
not to report it, focus on getting their PhD and getting out. (Male staff member)

PhD students are very disadvantaged if a supervisor has less than pure intent… Exploitation is easy 
if someone wants to do it. (Male staff member)

17 UTS: Institute for Public Policy and Governance (2016) Research into the Wellbeing of International Students in the City of Sydney http://
www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/_data/assets/pdf_file/0005/277682/Research-into-the-Wellbeing-of-International-Students-in-the-City-of-
Sydney_Final_27-July-2016.pdf.

http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/_data/assets/pdf_file/0005/277682/Research-into-the-Wellbeing-of-
http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/_data/assets/pdf_file/0005/277682/Research-into-the-Wellbeing-of-
http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/_data/assets/pdf_file/0005/277682/Research-into-the-Wellbeing-of-
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The panel arrangement doesn’t work – the primary supervisor still has too much sway. (Female 
student)

He (the student being harassed) had a second supervisor but the primary supervisor refused him 
contact. So when she was harassing him, he had no one to turn to. (Female student)

Your entire future depends on your supervisor… Maybe it would help to have a mentor or buddy 
system for HRD students. (Female staff member)

Moving a supervisor involves giving up on your data and possibly your career. (Female student)

I went to Graduate Research School and talked to them. They were very supportive but told me there 
is nothing they can do. (Female student)

In retrospect, there are lots of things that would have helped: a commitment to strict confidentiality 
when a student raises an issue; more advice to HRD students up front about selecting your own 
panel, recognising when things are starting to go awry and how to seek help, constructive training on 
conflict resolution for students, consider establishing an Ombudsman-type role, some other options 
than making an official complaint, and decent advice about how to navigate the IP issues. (Female 
student)

When I raised issues, I was told “you need to manage your supervisor.” But the power relationship 
has all sorts of elements, including the fact that technically he owns my data. (Female student)

I felt like I was flung around with no real results. I was left with make a complaint and end your career 
or suffer through it. The last thing I want to do is let my PhD go”. (Female student)

LGBTI students and staff

LGBTI students and staff were underrepresented in the consultation process. We had a single interview with an intersex 
student, who described very difficult experiences at JCU. That student told us:

I won’t go into the toilets on campus because security hunt me. I feel like Uni is the only place I can 
be me, but there are groups of students and groups of staff who make that very difficult and very 
unsafe. (Female student)

A transgender student approached the Review to provide input, commenting:

Because of my concern about safety, I am studying as an external student rather than on campus. 
(Female student)

4.5 Lack of clarity regarding consensual staff-student relationships

A number of participants raised staff-student relationships as a key area of concern. 

It was noted that there is a long history of staff-student relationships at JCU, predominantly involving academics and 
postgraduate/higher research degree students. 

Participants in this Project noted that staff-student relationships can often become problematic owing to the power 
differentials which exist in the relationship which creates a possible context for coercion and abuse; and that these issues 
become particularly acute if the staff member works in the field in which the student is studying. Staff-student relationships 
are unethical if the staff member has any role in supervising or supporting the student’s progression.

JCU currently has a policy that staff-student relationships should be disclosed (and documented in a register held by 
the local manager). There is an expectation that staff in a supervisory relationship with a student with whom they are 
also romantically involved will remove themselves from that supervisory role. In reality, however, the register is not well-
managed, and staff and students are often reluctant to disclose the nature of their relationship. This may be for a range of 
reasons, including a desire to keep working together on an area of shared passion and shared expertise. In practice, this 
means that the nature of the relationship is not known by the relevant managers.
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Most participants were of the view that issues frequently arise following turmoil within the relationship or the break-up of 
the relationship. It was generally agreed that students were often very vulnerable in that situation, as their former intimate 
partner remained in a position of significant formal power over them and has the capacity to influence the success of a 
higher research degree and thus ultimately their future career. 

Some participants also noted that internationally, some universities have taken a zero-tolerance approach to romantic 
relationships between staff and students with for example Harvard University recently announcing that it would dismiss any 
staff member having a romantic/sexual relationship with a student. Others observed that the standards of ethics that were 
applied to research should be applied to relationships between staff and students in the University context. 

What we heard from the consultations was:

Most people get that undergraduates are out of bounds. But the lines are more blurry with 
postgraduates. (Male staff member)

It’s so normalised here, male staff partnering with their female students. (Male staff member)

Every case where there has been an issue that I can think of, it started with a consensual relationship 
(between student-staff member or two staff members) that’s broken down. (Male staff member)

We need to work out how to support a PhD student’s candidature if something goes wrong – the IP 
belongs to their supervisor. (Male staff member)

Lots of time the relationships (between a PhD supervisor and their student) is a genuine relationship. 
But I can think of at least one example of a predatory relationship. That wasn’t a normal relationship. 
In fact, that man went on to have relationships with a number of his PhD students. (Male staff 
member)

We had an academic here a while back who would ask PhD students back to his place. The girls were 
pretty savvy and found a way to decline. But you don’t want them to be in that situation in the first 
place. (Male staff member)

4.6 Low levels of knowledge and awareness

The consultations identified a wide variation in knowledge and awareness of sexual harassment and sexual assault, 
including variations in understanding what constitutes sexual harassment and assault (ie definitional issues) and variation in 
awareness of the prevalence and impact of sexual harassment and assault on students and staff at JCU. 

For some female students, there is a perception that sexual harassment and sexual assault are prevalent at JCU. What we 
heard was:

So I started at JCU ten years ago, and when I started…it was very much: girls shouldn’t walk 
around campus at night. There was a number floating around, saying that there was a rape a week 
on campus. That was pretty unsubstantiated but that was the stat that was quoted at students, by 
students, all the time. Definitely we had an incident in my third year where we had some students who 
were sexually assaulted (by students in the same school/faculty) but not on campus and the school’s 
response was very much: it didn’t happen here, washing our hands of it, no disciplinary action. 
(Female student)

)
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A number of female students commented that sexual harassment and sexual assault education is largely directed at 
women rather than promoting broader behavioural change. They commented:

Yeah, and I’m curious to know, we are obviously educated as women, to say don’t walk around at 
night, don’t wear revealing clothes, but there’s all these things to protect us, but I’m curious what 
guys are actually taught to say: this is not appropriate? (Female student)

Now a lot of these things that we put into universities and situations are often protective measures. 
So we’re protecting women. But I’m just…would it be more beneficial to do more of a preventative 
strategy and approach men and say: these are the things you shouldn’t be doing and we’re going to 
educate you on how not to do it? (Female student)

Just keeping bringing (education and awareness raising about sexual harassment and sexual assault) 
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We need to catch those behaviours early – there have been a couple of incidents with mature-aged 
male students. We had one full-on case, a male student…began following a female student around. 
They were study friends. He became aggressive when she put up boundaries. She went to someone 
in Complaints. Complaints looked at the case. They reviewed the case but decided against following 
it up. The male student pulled back from pursuing the female student but has shifted his attention to 
female staff. We are not allowed to take action ourselves. (Female staff member) 

4.7 Inadequate responses to disclosures and reports of sexual harassment and sexual 
assault

Sexual harassment and sexual assault are generally under-reported both in Australia and internationally. Australian data 
indicates that just over 20% of people who are sexually harassed in the workplace report it18; and that less than 20% of 
female victims of sexual assault report the incident to police19. This is for a range of reasons, including shame, fear of 
retribution, lack of knowledge of reporting pathways and lack of confidence that reporting will lead to a productive result. 

Given that context, strong and effective policies which provide for clear pathways for investigation and resolution of 
complaints are a key element of creating a safe and respectful university environment. As policy is discussed substantively 
in Chapter 4, the focus of this section is on students’ and staff’s views on the current mechanisms for reporting and 
resolving complaints at JCU.

The majority of participants felt that JCU’s existing mechanisms for reporting, investigating and resolving sexual 
harassment and sexual assault are deficient, and that clearer policies and pathways are needed. 

We heard:

You get amazing opportunities here by virtue of being on a small campus. But when  
something goes wrong there are limited options. (Female student)

We need to set the standard, make sure that everyone is aware of it, make sure that there are 
consequences for perpetrators. And we need to have more women involved in the process. (Female 
staff member)

We need a clear policy statement, a clear articulation of roles, a clear pathway, expeditious 
investigations with natural justice, referral to HR in an effective manner, and the feedback loop closed. 
(Female staff member)

4.7.1 Sexual harassment and sexual assault is under reported at JCU

The overwhelming majority of participants believe that sexual harassment and sexual assault (of both students and staff) 
is under reported at JCU. For instance, staff members told us:

I’d say it’s probably very under-reported…I’d say it probably happens here, I don’t think Cairns 
is necessarily special or excluded…but there may not be avenues (to hear about it). (Female staff 
member)

So I’d say my opinion would be its highly under-reported. And when they do take it through – I would 
also say there’s not clear guidelines if a student comes to you and says ‘this has happened to me’ – 
where do you send them? (Female staff member)

18 
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And that’s one of the reasons why I never thought, even crossed my mind that I should go to 
someone. ‘Cause I was like so do I take myself to security office and tell this man hey there’s a 
dude who’s making unwanted you know advances on me and I feel unsafe. How do you even begin 
that? How do you quantify that? And how will my information be treated you know, anonymously, 
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4.7.3 Access to specialist services

At present, survivors of sexual harassment or sexual assault have access to JCU support services, including: the Student 
Wellbeing Centre; the Employment Assistance Program (EAPS); the Psychology Clinic; the Student Complaints Office; and 
the Graduate Research Centre. 

Some individuals commented very positively on their experience of accessing support through those services, with a 
number of participants mentioning the same counsellor by name. 

This praise sat alongside other comments regarding the limited capacity and capability of support services. We heard: 

I’ve had two experiences with 2 very different counsellors. The first one…was very inappropriate… 
And since then I started going to a woman named (----) and she’s phenomenal. (Female student)

I’m aware of women in my community (of postgraduate students) that have been raped and I realised 
the incredible challenges that they have been through and the inadequacy of what is available to 
them. (Female postgraduate student)

Student Wellbeing here is so reliant on soft money – I don’t even know if there are any permanent 
counsellors on staff. What that means is that there’s a lot of staff turnover and no one ever gets skilled 
up to deal with issues like sexual harassment and sexual assault. (Female staff member)

Students really need JCU to be providing these services – there are some great services in the 
community, like The Women’s Centre and HeadSpace, but those services have real capacity issues. 
They have very limited funding and they find it really hard to keep a full staff team. So we can’t rely on 
those services to have the capacity to meet the needs of our students. Besides, we owe them a duty 
of care. (Female staff member)

Oh, I wouldn’t even try to get an appointment with Student Wellbeing – they have a long waiting list, 
especially around this time of year (exam period). (Female student)

JCU prides itself on being committed to Indigenous students and staff but there are no Indigenous 
counsellors. (Male staff member)

Participants also indicated that there is a need to raise the profile of JCU and community-based services which are 
available for students and staff. 

4.8 The need to strengthen processes for investigation and resolution of complaints

Staff and students identified the need to streamline and simplify the processes by which disclosures and complaints are 
investigated and resolved. 

The process [of investigating an issue] is clunky and difficult. When I had to conduct an investigation, 
the process didn’t have clear endpoints. It was all shadowy and belaboured. (Male staff member)

4.8.1 Procedures

Procedures for investigating and resolving allegations of sexual harassment and sexual assault should be:

• survivor-centred and trauma informed (that is, focused on maximising the safety, wellbeing and support 
provided to the survivor); 

• safety-oriented (that is, focused on identifying and removing any further risks of sexual harassment or sexual 
assault of members of the JCU community); and 

• consist3Tm
emgtursexjuinvce.and 
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Trauma-informed processes

The procedures should remove any suggestion that an allegation of sexual harassment or sexual assault should be 
resolved in the first instance between the survivor and the accused. Every allegation of sexual harassment or sexual assault 
should be investigated and finalised. Grievance resolution processes such as informal or formal mediation should not be 
used.

We heard:

At present, the process starts with informal mediation between the alleged survivor and the alleged 
victim. That is going to make it pretty tough for someone to come forward and make a complaint of 
sexual harassment or sexual assault. (Female staff member)

I am old-school. I start with mediation. (Male staff member)

Adjustments for survivors
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4.8.1.3 Interim measures

The majority of staff and students who participated in interviews and focus groups felt very strongly that interim measures 
should be put in place while an allegation of sexual harassment or sexual assault was being investigated. This was seen as 
important for both protecting the alleged survivor and for protecting other students or staff.

A student from the Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Centre commented that she felt ‘institutional betrayal’ 
when Douglas Steele was allowed to continue to supervise students after being charged. 

A staff member commented:

We need to stand someone down if an allegation is made. We can’t have someone in a student-facing 
role while an investigation is underway. (Male staff member)

However, some staff expressed concern about the University taking action based on allegations, recommending that the 
University not take action until there was a criminal finding against a staff member or student. 

We heard:

We shouldn’t dive in until the police tell us. We don’t have the resources to do investigations. 
We need to consider everyone innocent until proven guilty. (Female staff member)

Given this view among some staff members, it would be useful to include the rationale for interim measures in 
communication and training materials designed to support the revised policies and procedures. 

4.8.1.4 Consequences for perpetrators

Many participants felt that the revised procedures should set substantial but proportional consequences for perpetrators. 
It was widely agreed that this would be a strong signal that the university is genuinely committed to eliminating sexual 
harassment and sexual assault at all JCU campuses.

We heard:

At the moment, renowned academics – rockstars – are untouchable. (Male staff member)

The Uni doesn’t want to lose distinguished academics, they don’t want reputational damage [for JCU] 
and are worried about ruining someone’s career. So they turn a blind eye. (Male staff member)

There’s just no point reporting things. I have complained about how my colleagues treat female 
students and there has never been any action taken. (Female staff member)

4.8.2 Staff capability to provide an effective response

We heard:
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We need all line managers to know and understand the process, so that they can act on it. (Male staff 
member)

We need training for academics in how to recognise sexual harassment and sexual assault, support 
students and refer them on. (Female staff member)

A lot happens at the coalface. We need people skilled up to deal with it. At the moment the response 
is compartmentalised, we need it not to be piecemeal. (Female staff member)

We need to integrate awareness into training at every step of the way – I know they are working on the 
induction process, it should be raised as part of the induction process. (Female staff member)

Revising the University’s policies and procedures should thus be accompanied by training for all senior staff in all Colleges 
and Divisions about their roles and responsibilities in responding to a complaint of sexual harassment or sexual assault. 
In addition, specialist training should be provided to those staff more directly involved in investigating complaints or 
supporting survivors.

4.8.3 Support for the affected College or Division

A number of staff members noted that an allegation of sexual harassment or sexual assault can have a ‘ripple effect’ – that 
is, it can have a negative impact on students and staff beyond those directly involved.  This ripple effect may include: 
emotional distress among students or staff familiar with the case; increased workload for staff if a colleague is taken off-line 
during an investigation; and disruption in studies for higher research degree students if their supervisor is taken off-line 
during an investigation. Thus, there is a need for the University to provide support for colleges or divisions when an incident 
occurs. 

We heard:

We need to find a way of supporting people who are left with the fall out, supporting staff and 
students in the affected school. (Female staff member)

I have coped with [the fall-out from having a colleague accused of sexual assault] but I won’t lie, it has 
almost broken me. (Female staff member)

The impact on all us has been huge. It was affected the quality and progress of our higher research 
degree students…it has affected undergraduate teaching and learning…we have all had to fill in and 
there’s been no support for those of us left behind. (Male staff member)

4.9 Systematised data collection to track patterns 

Data is vital to enable the University to track patterns in risks and to monitor the effectiveness and appropriateness of their 
response to sexual harassment and sexual assault over time. However, at JCU, there is no central data collection system 
that tracks the nature of incidents.

In discussing data systems, we heard:

We need to be careful with RiskWare. There are issues with confidentiality. The information goes here, 
there and everywhere. (Female professional staff member) 
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In developing a centralised data collection system, it is important to provide for:

• Protection for the confidentiality of the alleged survivor and the alleged perpetrator;

• Capacity to collect data on both formal complaints and on disclosures; and

• Capacity to collect data on the average amount of time students or staff are required to wait to see 
a counsellor.

4.10 Bullying

Whilst the scope of this Project was limited to sexual harassment and sexual assault, participants also brought forth 
a range of experiences and observations about the broader culture of the university. A number of staff in particular 
commented on issues related to bullying and intimidation, and how this broader culture both allows sexual harassment to 
occur and blocks people who are have experienced harassment and assault from raising it. 



Chapter Five: Comparative Analysis 
of Policies and Procedures

Strong and effective policies to prevent and respond to sexual harassment and sexual assault are 
critical in fostering an underlying culture that creates safe and respectful university environments. 
Policies that are clear and unambiguous around the behaviours that are acceptable and 
unacceptable in the university environment can support efforts to eliminate sexual harassment and 
sexual assault. 

Benchmarking, the process of comparing systems, policies, practices and outcomes, is an 
established tool for improving performance in the private and public sector. The process enables 
organisations to identify strengths and weaknesses, learn from each other and improve their 
approaches. Benchmarking has been used at the global level, by the OECD for example, to look at 
the quality of secondary education and the performance of higher educational institutions.

The intention of benchmarking in this report is not to rank universities, but to draw attention to the 
areas where JCU can strengthen its policies and where it can learn from others. The comparative 
assessment focusses on formal policy provisions and supporting mechanisms and does not 
seek to assess the implementation of policies or organisational culture (addressed in detail in 
section 3.9 of this report). The best-designed policies will not properly address sexual harassment 
and sexual assault if they are not implemented and enforced. The exercise also does not seek 
to assess the level of input and consultation with key stakeholders, particularly women, in the 
development of policies which should be a key consideration in any policy review or development 
process. 

The comparator universities have been selected on the basis of their location, state and profile in 
terms of size and share of international students.21



The policy dimensions for comparison are:

1. Is there a stand-alone sexual harassment policy that is easily accessible to students and staff?

2. Is there a strong statement communicating zero tolerance of sexual harassment and a statement 
commitment to eliminate sexual harassment in the university environment?

3. 
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Table 1: Benchmarking university sexual harassment policies

JCU (New draft policy)
JCU (Current  
agreed policy)

University of 
Queensland Monash University

University of South 
Australia

University of New 
England

01 Is there a stand-alone 
sexual harassment 
policy that is easily 
accessible to students 
and staff?

No, the policy is part of a 
broader discrimination, 
bullying and harassment 
policy

No, the policy is part of a 
broader discrimination and 
harassment policy

Yes, there is a stand-alone 
policy and guidelines.

No, the policy is part of a 
broader discrimination and 
harassment policy

Yes, there is a stand-alone 
policy on sexual harassment

Yes, there is a stand-
alone policy on sex-based 
harassment

02 Is there a strong 
statement 
communicating zero 
tolerance of sexual 
harassment and a 
statement commitment 
to eliminate sexual 
harassment in the 
university environment?

Partly, the policy states that 
discrimination, bullying 
and harassment will not 
be tolerated, but does not 
mention sexual harassment 
specifically. 

Partly, the policy states the 
university is committed 
providing an environment 
for effective work and study, 
free from unlawful and 
unacceptable discrimination 
and harassment. Does not 
specify sexual harassment 
and zero tolerance.

Yes, there is a statement of 
commitment that specifies 
sexual harassment and a 
statement communicating 
zero tolerance.

Partly, the policy states the 
university is committed 
providing an environment 
for effective work and study, 
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Table 1: Benchmarking university sexual harassment policies

JCU (New draft policy)
JCU (Current  
agreed policy)

University of 
Queensland Monash University

University of South 
Australia

University of New 
England

01 Is there a stand-alone 
sexual harassment 
policy that is easily 
accessible to students 
and staff?

No, the policy is part of a 
broader discrimination, 
bullying and harassment 
policy

No, the policy is part of a 
broader discrimination and 
harassment policy

Yes, there is a stand-alone 
policy and guidelines.

No, the policy is part of a 
broader discrimination and 
harassment policy

Yes, there is a stand-alone 
policy on sexual harassment

Yes, there is a stand-
alone policy on sex-based 
harassment

02 Is there a strong 
statement 
communicating zero 
tolerance of sexual 
harassment and a 
statement commitment 
to eliminate sexual 
harassment in the 
university environment?

Partly, the policy states that 
discrimination, bullying 
and harassment will not 
be tolerated, but does not 
mention sexual harassment 
specifically. 

Partly, the policy states the 
university is committed 
providing an environment 
for effective work and study, 
free from unlawful and , 
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JCU (New draft policy)
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JCU (New draft policy)
JCU (Current  
agreed policy)

University of 
Queensland Monash University

University of South 
Australia

University of New 
England

06 Does the policy outline 
consequences if the 
policy is breached?

Yes, the policy is clear that 
any breach will be dealt 
with under disciplinary 
procedures

Yes, the policy outlines 
appropriate actions 
if complaints are 
substantiated, including 
disciplinary procedures. 

Yes, the policy is clear 
that disciplinary action 
will be taken if staff or 
student engage in sexual 
harassment

Yes, the policy outlines 
appropriate actions 
if complaints are 
substantiated, including 
disciplinary procedures. 

Yes, the policy outlines 
appropriate actions if 
complaints are substantiated, 
including disciplinary 
procedures. 

Yes, the policy is clear that 
disciplinary action will be 
taken if staff engage in 
sexual harassment

07 Does the policy 
make clear the 
responsibilities of 
management, staff and 
students in relation 
to preventing and 
responding to sexual 
harassment?

Yes, the policy includes a 
section on accountabilities 
and responsibilities. 

No, there is no section 
on the responsibilities of 
management, staff and 
students.

Yes, the policy is clear 
on the responsibilities of 
all staff and students in 
ensuring an environment 
free from sexual 
harassment and the 
responsibility of managers 
to take all reasonable 
steps to prevent sexual 
harassment, outlining 
specific required actions.

Yes, the policy is clear 
on the responsibilities of 
all staff and students in 
ensuring an environment 
free from sexual harassment 
and the responsibility 
of managers to take all 
reasonable steps to prevent 
sexual harassment, outlining 
specific required actions.

Yes, the policy is clear on the 
responsibilities of all staff 
and students in ensuring 
an environment free from 
sexual harassment and the 
responsibility of managers to 
take all reasonable steps to 
prevent sexual harassment, 
outlining specific required 
actions.

Partly, the policy states 
that all managers 
and supervisors have 
responsibility to implement 
this policy, but the actions 
required of managers, 
staff and students are not 
specified.

08



https://www.justice.gov/ovw/page/file/910271/download
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5762fc04f5e231826f09afae/t/58b3d08ddb29d6e7a2b8271d/1488179368580/Connecting+the+dots.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5762fc04f5e231826f09afae/t/58b3d08ddb29d6e7a2b8271d/1488179368580/Connecting+the+dots.pdf
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Table 2: Benchmarking university sexual assault policies

Policy dimension
JCU (also reflects 
current draft policy) University of Queensland
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Table 2: Benchmarking university sexual assault policies

Policy dimension
JCU (also reflects 
current draft policy) University of Queensland Monash University

University of New 
England

University of South 
Australia

01 Is there a stand-alone 
policy on sexual assault 
that is easily accessible 
to students and staff?

No, there is no specific 
policy, but a webpage 
(Respect. Now. Always) 
and a draft policy on 
discrimination, harassment 
and bullying

No, there is no specific 
policy, but a webpage 
(Respect. Now. Always).

No, there is no specific 
policy but a page on sexual 
offences as part of the 
Safer Communities Unit

No, there is no specific 
policy, but a webpage 
(Respect. Now. Always).

No, there is no specific policy, 
but a webpage (Respect. Now. 
Always).

02 Is there a strong 
statement 
communicating zero 
tolerance of sexual 
assault within the 
university context 
and in the broader 
community?

No, this is not 
communicated on the 
university webpage with 
information on sexual 
assault or the draft policy

Yes, the webpage is clear 
that rape and sexual 
harassment are not 
tolerated and the university 
is committed to ending 
sexual assault in the 
university and the broader 
community.

No, this is not 
communicated.

Partly, there is a visible 
statement that sexual assault 
will not be tolerated at 
UNE, but not in the broader 
community.

Partly, the webpage said that 
sexual assault is never ok, but 
is not clear that sexual assault 
will not be tolerated.

03 Does the policy state 
the responsibility 
of the university 
in providing a safe 
and respectful 
environment for all 
staff and students?

Partly, the webpage states 
JCU's commitment, rather 
than responsibility, and 
the draft policy states that 
all people have a right to 
an environment free from 
discrimination, bullying and 
harassment

Partly, the university 
emphasises the right of all 
to feel safe.

No, this is not 
communicated.

Partly, the webpage states 
that UNE wants safety and 
respect to be central to the 
university culture.

Partly, the webpage states that 
the university strives to ensure 
the campus is free from sexual 
assault.

04 Does the policy define 
key terms, including 
sexual assault and 
consent?

Partly, this information is not 
available on the university 
web page, but sexual 
assault and consent are 
defined in the draft policy

Partly, the university defines 
sexual respect and consent.

Yes, these are clearly 
presented and the 
university has developed 
a specific educational 
initiative around consent.

No, there are no key 
concepts or definitions 
provided.

Partly, the webpage defines 
sexual assault and sexual 
harassment, but not consent. 

05 Does the policy 
identify a senior 
official in the 
university who is 
responsible for 
overseeing its 
implementation and 
reports?

No, this information is not 
clearly available

No, this information is not 
clearly available.

No, this information is not 
clearly available.

No, this information is not 
clearly available.

No, this information is not 
clearly available.
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